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     (300 words max)

Parasite Skatepark was conceived in collaboration with an organized group of skateboarders to claim and transform a co
mmonly disused marginal space unfit for human occupation into a safe, inviting and healthy amenity for public use. Throu
gh an engaged process with neighbors and those of the skate community, the design concept of “transformative landscap
e” emerged in order to: address the vast and imposing scale of space and infrastructural elements beneath the highway;
work with the types of surfaces and elements desirable for skating; provide places of occupation for the non-skating publi
c; and introduce natural elements to render the space more human while managing storm water runoff.
As a strategy, creating a sense of landscape with a few built elements allowed for the design to economically meet the sc
ale of the given residual space while softening the severity of the highway infrastructure. Modest hardscape and softscap
e “berms” were utilized in concert with the existing concrete surfaces and steel structure to make landscape features to cl
aim large territories for a variety of uses. The design capitalized on the edges of the site to introduce planted, softscaped
elements that provide a counterpoint to the hard, loud and impervious materials of the highway, marking a public point of
entry and announcing the space as a “park” - a place not only for skaters.

        (300 words max)

Parisite Skatepark is the first skate park to be built in New Orleans. Working collaboratively with our partner organization
of skaters together with the City of New Orleans, our process and the resulting quality and success of the project have hel
ped to give legitimacy to the skate community with the city and amplified their voice in advocating for skating as a benefici
al alternative recreation for urban youth rather than a marginal and even criminal activity.
Addressing the need for storm water management through natural design strategies on site further advances the mission
of our partner organization for the public good. Using plants and trees appropriate for the climate and exposure of this site
not only helps to mitigate an otherwise unattended environmental challenge produced by the highway infrastructure, it int
roduces beauty and relatable scale to what was previously an urban wasteland.
The skate park has helped to give a public identity and locus to the skate community, attracting new skaters to the sport,
being a safe and welcoming place for younger children and women (who have not historically felt welcome and included i
n more informal urban skating sites), and helping to change negative public preconceptions regarding skateboarding and
the skate community. The design meets the public and marks the place as no longer marginal, for a community to no long
er be seen as marginal.
The skate park demonstrates that working in concert with the city through engaged and thoughtful design, urban voids ca
n be capitalized on to transform them from perceived public nuisance to public amenity. Our partner organization has bee
n able to leverage the demonstrated excellence of the project with the city and for fundraising campaigns to expand the p
ark and de elop ne skate park sites aro nd Ne Orleans
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      #  (500 words max)

The primary challenge of designing this project was the challenge of working with, communicating with and getting approv
als from 3 different bureaucratic entities – Federal (pertaining to the physical structure of the interstate), State (pertaining
to the land under the interstate) and City (pertaining to the land around the site, as well as the overlay jurisdiction of the re
creation department) – all while attempting to work with a university semester schedule to design and construct a project
with students. While we attempted to address these anticipated challenges prior to the start of the semester and project b
y clarifying the approvals process and calendar and by getting a commitment from each entity to work with us in a manne
r that would allow for the successful completion in our semester timeline, the reality was very different. The project was st
alled in the approvals process to the point that it seemed to kill the project entirely, only to be revived but not in a manner
that would allow for construction to occur during the semester as was expected.
In an attempt to fulfill the expectations set forth by the design & build studio for the students we fabricated some of the ste
el park elements such as seating and bike racks that could be deployed on the site as soon as approvals were received.
Additionally, we utilized the remaining time of the semester to perform test construction and pours of concrete, continued
design development and produced imagery to support our partner organization in fundraising.
Construction on site began the following semester with a significantly reduced availability of student hours to dedicate to t
he project. Therefore, the scope of the project was reduced. It was decided that rather than three major built landscape el
ements as proposed in the original design we would focus on the construction of one which would be the most public ele
ment, marking the corner and creating a formal entry to the site, while incorporating the storm water management elemen
ts of the design.
Even though the full scope of the original design was not realized by the students, it did provide a framework for our partn
er organization in the continued development of the site. Additionally, the students were better equipped to understand th
e challenges of public design work and the means to work through the challenges. And, because we worked through thes
e challenges, our partner organization has had a much more streamlined process in getting subsequent approvals for thei
r additional work.
   ! #! 

" (500 words max)

Parisite Skatepark is located under an interstate overpass and adjacent to Paris Avenue, a busy primary vehicular thorou
ghfare in a residential area of the Gentilly neighborhood of New Orleans. The site presents the challenges of an “urban vo
id” created by the residual space of imposed large-scale infrastructure on an urban fabric, not uncommon in many metrop
olitan areas. In many ways the site is a non-place and resists contextualization. The site was originally chosen by the skat
ers of our partner organization because it was virtually invisible to city agencies. The design for the skate park, however,
seeks to exploit any latent potential and make productive communal use of the space, which, while vast in scale, was nev
er considered for human occupation. The critical design question was “how to transform this non-place into a place?”
One strategy for transforming the site into a place was to connect it to the scale and culture of the adjacent residential nei
ghborhood. In order to make the skate park locally relevant and beneficial the design extends from underneath the interst
ate to the street and sidewalk of the neighborhood with inviting transitional spaces offering park-like amenities, including s
eating and planted areas. A topography of built landscape features assists in visually and physically layering the approac
h to the site while also helping to mitigate the relentlessness of the interstate above and the otherwise vast vacancy belo
w.
A second strategy was to mark the site and announce it to the vehicular corridor of Paris Avenue by claiming the corner o
f Paris and Pleasure as the park’s primary entrance. New, low concrete walls - material extensions of the infrastructure an
d skate ramps - extend to the corner and are inscribed with the street names. Stairs scaled for public use lead to a platfor
m gathering area inviting both skaters and non-skaters alike. From here the activities of the skate park are made more vis
ually and physically accessible allowing this transformed place to be readily comprehended.
Finally, in order to transform the site into a place planted areas were strategically introduced to contrast the severity of the
interstate and its unapproachable scale - to give another grain of scale to the site which, while lacking at the site, was crit
ically necessary. The contrasting elements provide a healthy counterpoint to the existing site and generate a dynamic con
dition conducive to the programmed use of the skate park. The planted areas have the additional benefit of providing soft
scaped surfaces to acoustically counter the sound barrage of the interstate and to mitigate the storm water it expels onto t
he site.
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to
the area provided on the original form.
This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project respond to neighborhood
issues.
Name

Jackson Blalock

Organization
Address 116
E-mail

Transitional Spaces
30th Ave #1

jackson.blalock@gmail.com

Title

Development Coordinator

Telephone 704
(
)418
City/State/ZIP

4179

Seattle

WA 98122

Website jacksonblalock.blogspot.com

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever,
the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant
these rights and permissions.
Signature

Aubrey Edwards

Date

12/6/2018

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? (300 words max)

I became involved at Parisite Skatepark around 2009, when I came across an impressive amount of ramshackle skate
ramps illegally built by local skateboarders - a process that taught them the fundamentals of concrete construction through
trial and error. The skate ramps were full of life, as youth and adults alike skated over beautiful murals, teaching
new-comers how to enjoy the sport. I was instantly in support of the project and helped spread the word about their
events, but the ramps were soon demolished by the railroad company that owned the land. Soon afterward, the skaters
bounced back and started building new ramps - much larger and planned out - below an adjacent overpass (Interstate 10).
This site would eventually become Parisite Skatepark.
I became directly involved soon after this, when representatives from the City of New Orleans visited the site with orders to
cease building. They threatened to demolish the ramps due to lack of permits. This would have been the first dollar that
the City of New Orleans spent on skateboarding. The skateboarders met together, and reached out to myself and other
advocates of their mission. As a result, Transitional Spaces was formed to further skateboarding in New Orleans, and I
began volunteering my time toward the park. Initially, I produced architectural drawings of the existing ramps, guided
skaters in structurally retrofitting the ramps, and secured an engineer's stamp in order to keep the ramps from being
demolished. This was Tulane's first involvement with the project, as they connected us with an engineer who was
interested in helping. After this, I continued to assist the skateboarding community for several years: assisting Transitional
Spaces as skaters entered into agreements with the City of New Orleans, helping skaters develop a master plan for the
park, connecting Transitional Spaces to Tulane City Center, and assisting skateboarders to write grants.
2. From the community’s point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? (300 words max)

Major issues concerning this project were lack of safe recreation opportunities for New Orleans' skateboarding population,
youth violence/crime/delinquency, nuisance flooding, and addressing a crime-ridden blighted area.
New Orleans had no public skatepark (though most cities this size have many, and several had been attempted
unsuccessfully), so there was no safe space to recreate for an extremely popular sport. In 2014, skateboarding was the
3rd most popular sport in nation. Not only was there no space for the sport, but it was actively criminalized. I knew
several teenagers who had been ticketed for skateboarding in the city, and this criminalization of low-cost zero-emissions
transportation had the potential to derail their lives. This was a particularly pressing issue in the world's prison capital
(Louisiana) soon after Katrina, when traumatized youth often became wrapped up in crime and had few options to spend
their time productively. Youth had been largely left out of New Orleans' rebuilding process after Hurricane Katrina (as
evidenced by the lack of priority recreation facilities), and Parisite Skatepark showed them that their actions could have
impact.
During storms, Pleasure Street (bordering Parisite Skatepark) would regularly flood as massive amounts of water poured
off of the overpass. This nuisance flooding affected neighbors and residents walking to the adjacent recreation center.
The underpass that holds Parisite Skatepark was a high-crime area. Prior to building ramps, the skateboarders had to
clear burnt-out vehicles, needles, and large amounts of trash from the area. There was once a bus stop at the site, but a
neighbor successfully petitioned to have it moved after violent crimes occurred there repeatedly.
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? (500 words max)

Parisite Skatepark provides a safe and local place for neighbors to meet alongside skateboarders from across the region.
The underpass is now safer, with lights and regular park participants who self-manage the site to minimize trash as well as
undesirable behavior. Parisite replaced a dumping ground with a community-built park, and in the process expanded local
skateboarding demographics by emphasizing family-friendly and female-led events. One representative of the City of New
Orleans described Parisite as "the most diverse place I have ever seen in the city," while the City's recreation department
regularly brags on the park for its inclusive and engaging activities.
Many parents have advocated for Parisite Skatepark, as skateboarding attracts youth who are less likely to join team
sports, and Parisite connected with youth who have less recreational opportunities in the city. At the same time, it
empowered skaters, youth, and young adults to become involved in city planning, development, and public space
advocacy. To quote Mayor Mitch Landrieu, "This is what beauty, and this is what thinking right, and this is what working
together looks like." In the end, this led multiple skateboarders to pursue degrees in architecture and construction trades,
which would not have happened if the City simply bid this work out as a typical park. Skateboarders learned to fundraise,
attend city council meetings, and advocate for a greater cause. Since the City did not fund the park, skateboarders had an
overwhelming voice in the park's development, creating an ingenious user-designed park.
Infiltration gardens installed by Tulane City Center (now Tulane Small Center) have reduced flooding and provide green
space in an area that was otherwise entirely concrete. Murals and colorful ramps help to brighten the space as well.
Parisite Skatepark has breathed new life into a blighted underpass that was once a public park in the 1970s. This has in
effect extended the adjacent St. Bernard Recreation Center, adding to the scale of public space in the neighborhood.

4. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through? (500 words max)

The project was slow, due to its irregular creation: skateboarders and City officials had to learn that they were all working
for the same goals - a better New Orleans for all. Ideally, City officials would have been more responsive to the
skateboarding community's needs at an earlier date, which would have made the project's development quicker and less
expensive. However, this process created a strong relationship between the once-at-odds skateboarders and City
officials, which I believe has been a growing moment for all involved.
If I could change anything, the City of New Orleans would have paid for this park rather than relying on community
members' volunteerism, drive, and vision to provide needed public space: Parisite Skatepark was built 100% independent
of the City of New Orleans' budget. However, once again, this limitation led to a beneficial and creative collaboration
between Transitional Spaces (the skate community) and Tulane City Center, which was a learning experience for all.
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1. How did you, or the
h organization
i i you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? ••• • • •• • •• ••• • • •••••••••••••••••

In the years immediately following Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans experienced many changes. Many people had left the
city leaving lots of vacant homes, community spaces, and schools. Entire neighborhoods felt like ghost towns. I, like
many of my peers, came to New Orleans during this time to assist with rebuilding efforts. That's how I met Joey. He was
a skater from Houston, I a surfer from San Diego. Joey and I figured this out about each other early on. I asked him
where he skated, he asked me where I surfed. Neither of us could give each other an answer. We spent afternoons
skating from central New Orleans all the way out to Lake Pontchartrain. Street skating in New Orleans is hard - streets
are broken up, there's debris, pavement is bumpy with exposed aggregate. One afternoon as Joey and I looked out at the
lake after a good long skate I mentioned how I missed waves and he shared his longing for smooth transition to skate. I
said, "You know, if a skatepark is going to built in New Orleans, we're going to have to do it." From then on our
skateboarding journeys had an added purpose to them.
We found an old forgotten slab of pavement near some railroad tracks and a freeway to be our skatepark. We began
harvesting "fill" for our ramps by utilizing discarded washing machines, TVs, and play equipment that surrounded the
slab. Shaping these found objects with dirt and concrete mixed in a wheelbarrow, we built the place we always dreamed
of. Neighborhood kids found out about what we were doing and helped build ramps and pour concrete. It was a true
community effort. We designed a piece, skated it, and then decided what to build next. Local artists painted there,
musicians performed there. It was our utopia and at that time, the only skate park in New Orleans. One day we showed
up to clean the park and were shocked to see our dreams had been crushed by bulldozers. Devastated and determined,
we were left with no other choice than to rebuild. And rebuild better. That is how Parisite was born.
2. From the community’s point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project?••• • • •• • •• ••• • • •••••••••••••••••

Vacant spaces tend to become dumping grounds for burnt out cars and crime. Post-Katrina New Orleans had lots of
places like this. Not only do these spaces attract crime, they send a message to those living nearby that they're not cared
about. It gets in to the psyche. When kids don't have safe places to play outside of school they wind up with few
alternatives to drugs or crime. Youth of color are at an even greater risk when black men in New Orleans are 50% more
likely to be arrested than white men (Vera Institute of Justice). Parisite Skatepark activates vacant space and provides
youth with a safe space to recreate.
In 2015, 34% of children in New Orleans were living poverty, 46% of teen homicides in Louisiana were in New Orleans,
and 11% of Louisiana teens ages 16-19 did not attend high school. These statistics are alarming and enough to insight
immediate action in these communities. With unnavigable bureaucratic systems and financial deficits, communities seek
alternatives to these long and seemingly endless avenues of change. Taking matters in to our own hands proved to be
successful as Parisite Skatepark is maintained and funded completely independently of the city's budget. In addition,
skatepark users and neighbors feel an added sense of pride and belonging in a space that they help to create. This
action-oriented approach to development is an exemplary model for engaging diverse audiences in future projects.
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Skateboarding is unlike many other sports in that it is entirely motivated by the individual. Skaters make up their own
tricks and are intrinsically motivated to get better. Skateboarders interact creatively with the space around them turning
ordinary objects in to a playground with a simple maneuver. This kind of self-expression is hugely beneficial for youth who
are likely experiencing militaristic style schooling and zero-tolerance policies. In addition, Transitional Spaces works
alongside youth to design and build the park, teaching valuable job skills. Parisite Skatepark provides youth with a place
to reach their potentials and then reach further.
Transitional Spaces works intentionally to create opportunities for diverse users to interact and develop friendships. As a
female skateboarder, I understand how intimidating a skatepark feels as many are primarily dominated by boys. To
address this, I organized monthly Girl's Skate Nights where women and girls could learn from each other and network.
This provides avenues for women and girls to learn how to skate and an entry point in to the skate community. In
addition, events like Girls Skate Night created a feeling of acceptance and mutual-respect that distinguishes Parisite from
other skateparks across the country.
Native plant gardens and gathering spaces now occupy a space that was previously underutilized and abandoned.
Activating this space sends the neighboring community a message that they're cared for - that they matter. The gardens
also solve a flooding and stormwater pollution problem by collecting freeway run off. For all of the reasons mentioned
above, Parisite Skatepark has made this community a better place to live and work.

4. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through?••• • • •• • •• ••• • • •••••••••••••••••

The non-traditional method of development that we applied to this project presented some challenges. In the beginning of
it’s foundation, Transitional Spaces was made up primarily s skateboarders and community members, many of which had
no experience in navigating complication city bureaucratic channels. We struggled with an entry point for communication
with city officials and needed support and advocates. Luckily, much of that changed when we captivated the interest of
engineers and architects who were willing to volunteer their time to help out. As a community group we were completely
volunteer run, with every penny going towards building ramps. If I were to change anything, I would have liked to pay
these professional for their time. I am also of the belief that if we had money to pay professionals than we would have
been able to have greater diversity within our non-profit. Greater diversity would have broadened the perspective of our
group and expanded what was possible in our development.
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PARISITE SKATEPARK
A Transformative Landscape
Reclamation of place in an under-utilized urban infrastructure.
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“

They opened up a girls skate night and we decided to
come. And we’re just learning and nobody’s judging
us and everyone’s helping us and it’s really cool.
Taylor, Freda, & Kate

This is why we came. This is why we drove two and a half hours to
this city, to be here at Parisite. If you want to know what is going to
bring people to New Orleans, this is what is going to bring them here.
Lee Trahan & Friends

“

Well, this is my first time here, and I’m with my family. I really like it. It’s
somewhere safe for the kids to be. We need more places like this in the city.
Toni Simm & Family

This place is great, built by skaters for skaters. So, it is everything we
want because we built it ourselves. I’d love to see a bowl here
sometime soon. We should get working on that!
Tommy “Bama” Stevens

on site interviews
photos by the small center for collaborative design
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“

By working together, we have created a unique place that can inspire
our young people and give them an opportunity to stay physically
active and out of trouble.
-Mayor Mitch Landrieu
(former mayor of new orelans)
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From a diy skater initiative to an official city park

skate day engagement
photo by the small center for collaborative design

design phase

photos and renderings by the
small center for collaborative design

strategic planning with skaters

stakeholder interviews

studio design review

neighborhood meeting

sectional perspective

rendering

pre-construction

testing out locations of ramps and elements with wooden
pieces before permitting and pouring conrete ramps
photo by the small center for collaborative design

strategic planning with skaters
groundbreaking

stakeholder interviews

cnc mold for casting

skater and the mayor

planting day
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implementation
photos by the small center for
collaborative design

build day
skatepark
sectional perspective

ribbon cutting
rendering

Girls Night, Go Skate Day, Youth programming - While many skate
spaces can be intimidating and male dominated, Parisite is a place
of inclusion. Youth of all ages participate in skating and the biking
at Parisite Skatepark. Families gather to watch their children as they
enjoy themselves on the ramps and other skateable elements.

parisite skatepark
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Planting Zone 1: Water Absorption

These areas are large spaces at the edges of the site
where water will drain to. These areas will be planted
flower beds with large swaths of plants with varying
textures and colors. The colors scheme will be warm and
are native plants to the area. Specific plants that we are
proposing are Wrinkleleaf Goldenrod, Costal Love Grass,
Joy Pye Weed, Cardinal Flower, Indian Blanket, Little Blue
Stem, muhly grass, and Dense Blazing Star.

Planting Zone 2: Scupper Resistant

These areas are particularly vulnerable to torrential down
pours of water from the interstate scuppers. The planting
proposal in this area includes a mixture of rocks and
hardy vascular plants that will be able to absorb water
and weather the challenging conditions in this area. The
planting proposal for this area includes Little Blue Stem,
Costal Love Grass, Swamp Sunflowers, Equisetum, and
Bull Tongue.

Planting Zone 3: Human Interaction

legend

These areas are at the edge of skate-able banks it is
anticipated that people will relax and skate/fall into this
area therefore the proposal calls for porous grass pavers
to protect the plants while allowing people to traverse
the area. In between the pavers, we suggest dwarf
mondo grass.

Stormwater Management
Garden Components

parisite skatepark
Skate Terrain

image by michael wong
Major Interstate Highways
- Interstate 10
- Interstate 610

skatepark map

01
During a storm rainwater falls on
the highway collecting oil, dirt,
and other pollutants.

STORMWATER GARDEN
how it works

02
The dirty water spills off the
highway and into the stormwater
gardens.

03
Instead of flowing into a storm
drain, the rain gardens capture
the water and remove pollutants.

04
The plants use some water while
the layers of soil and rock allow
filtered, cleaner water to slowly
return to the ground.

05 WHY THIS MATTERS
> Rain stays in the soil below the skatepark reducing subsidence and
cracks in concrete surfaces (better for skating and for our road quality)
> Stormwater is absorbed instead of running into the street so skaters
and neighbors don’t have to walk through flooding and the city pumps
have less water to pump out!

soil

sand

rock

dirt

educational signage placed on-site

Project in use

photos from instagram and facebook

thank you!
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